ONE BRAND
All Your Training Needs
Made in
the USA

FEATURES

PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT

CONNECT

Stack or connect individual
KLIMB® units for customsized platforms

KLIMB® DOG
TRAINING SYSTEM
Need a platform to help your dog learn faster?
See what this brings to the table.
The professional training platform that
gives your dog a place to focus.
Looks like a table...works like a charm.
The KLIMB is the first professionally
designed dog training platform that gives
your dog “their place” to facilitate faster
learning and better results. Tested and
proven be experts, this system uses an
elevated deck to give dogs a platform to
exercise, focus and learn the skills to curb
unwanted behaviors.
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Door Manners
with the KLIMB

PORTABLE

Weighs only 14lbs for portable
on-the-go training.

USE THE CAMERA
ON YOUR IPHONE
OR A QR SCANNING
APP TO SCAN
THIS CODE.

How to Build
KLIMB Structures
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ACCESSORIES

KLIMB® TRACTION MAT

Looking for even more grip?
We’ve got a mat for that, get a grip on this.
The rubber dog training mat that ensures more traction.
While the KLIMB has built-in PawGrip™, some training activities
and routines require even more traction. That’s why our experts
developed a perfect-fit rubber dog training mat that can be placed
on top of your KLIMB platform to ensure a slip-free surface.

KLIMB® SURE FEET

Want to provide grip on any surface?
Get the attachment that keeps things planted.
Our previously known Non-Skid feet and Safety Plugs are now
combined into one product: KLIMB Sure Feet. Now made of
durable rubber material, your sure to get a grip! Sold in packs
of four.
These Sure Feet can be used to plug holes in the four corners
of your platform when legs are not installed. Our KLIMB Sure
Feet provide a slip free base when using the KLIMB without
legs installed on harder surfaces and cover the top holes to
prevent puppy feet from falling in.

KLIMB® Strap
For extra secure &
short leg storage
Accessories
and Uses

Short Legs:
For an overall
height of 6 in.
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VIDEOS

KLIMB® DOG TRAINING VIDEO
Want to stop the barking, begging and jumping?
We’ve got a video that will coach you through the steps!
Follow along with Jamie, a professional dog trainer, and learn
how to give your dog a “place” they will quickly learn is just
for them. Incorporating The KLIMB into your everyday use
will allow your dog to focus on you and ignore distractions.

CANINE CONDITIONING VIDEO
Want to engage your dog’s mind and body?
We’ve got a training plan for that!
Our Canine Conditioning Video gives you the inspiration to
teach foundation skills, improve body awarenss and build the
bond with your dog. This 7 minute video shows you more than
30 different exercises to try with your pup utilizing the award
winning KLIMB table.

Training Video
Sneak Peek
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CONNECTION
POINT for joining two
Propel Platforms together.

TWO UNIQUE
SURFACES

PROPEL™ AIR PLATFORM

Want to help your dog build balance, agility and strength?
We’ve got just the thing to help launch your training.
Fully Inflatable and Connectable Training Platform for Dogs
Take your dog’s training to new heights with the first connective
inflatable training platform made in the USA. Inflate your
platform to the desired level or incorporate additional platforms
(or KLIMB Dog Training System) to give your dog a new
challenge. Achieve proper form and open up a whole new
world of training exercises for your dog.
SAFE
FDA Compliant (food-grade), enhanced antimicrobial
performance and free of latex, lead, BPA and phthalate.
STURDY
UV-resistant for outdoor use, scratch and stain resistant, and
maintains traction when wet.
SUSTAINABLE
Fully recyclable and manufactured with as little environmental
impact as possible.
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a raised bubble side to stimulate
neuroreceptors and aid in proprioception
as well as a lower profile lined
side for sensitive paws.

USER FRIENDLY
PRO-GRIDLINES

designed to help with proper form and
paw placement no matter the size
or ability of your dog!
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FITS EVERY DOG
The Balance Harness has six
adjustment points to ensure the
best fit for EVERY dog. It provides
freedom of movement to allow
for a more enjoyable walk.

OTHER HARNESSES

BALANCE HARNESS®

Want a dog harness that stops the pulling and actually fits?
We pulled it off.
Six-point adjustment for the ultimate comfort, freedom and
control. The only thing worse than walking a dog that’s always
pulling? Pulling on a new harness and realizing it’s never going
to fit. And most don’t. That’s why we created the Balance
Harness—the six-point adjustable solution that ensures
your dog has the proper fit for comfort, safety and range of
movement. Looking for a no-pull harness that doesn’t cause
chaffing, choking, or restriction - you’ve found the one.
See website for color options

RATED #1 by

Too high
causes choking.

Front strap blocks
shoulder extension
and abduction
leading to changes
in gait and injuries.
Girth strap rubs and
causes chafing.

BLUE-9'S BALANCE HARNESS®
“Y” shaped front allows free range
of motion in forelimb.
Front and Rear leash attachment points
used to manage pulling.

NECK STRAP
BACK STRAP

What Makes the
Balance Harness Unique

GIRTH STRAP

FItting Tips

CHEST STRAP

Top strap and chest strap are
adjustable to prevent chafing.
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LEAD MULTI-USE DOG LEASH
Looking for a double attachment leash that does it all?
Let us walk you through it.
Shorten it, lengthen it, loop it or double clip with a harness.
It’s made of nylon like many leashes, but the similarities end
there. This multi-fuction dog leash is the jackknife of leashes with six-in-one functionality. With two clips and multiple
attachment points, it can be used as a 3.5 foot leash, regular
six-foot lead or double clipped attachment for our Balance
Harness. You can even loop it over your shoulder as a secure
hands-free leash.

LEAD DOG TRAINING LEASH
Multi-Function Leash
Configurations

LEASHES AVAILABLE IN
TWO WEBBING SIZES
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Need the perfect transition tool that keeps them close?
Take a closer look.
A convenient mini dog leash that balances
freedom and control.
Ready to give them a longer leash when it comes to exploring
their world? Think short. This 9-inch quick-grab tab training
leash is a versatile tool that can be used to transition
dogs to off-leash heeling and advanced obedience.
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SECURE PRO DOG COLLAR
A premium chromed out dog collar that’s
perfect for everyday use.
A sleek and stylish design that’s not just made for
the runway. Our premium metal buckle dog collar
features easy to clean materials and a D-ring
attachment with adjustable sliders for perfect fit.

SECURE LIGHTWEIGHT
DOG COLLAR

Low weight meets high performance with this no-nonsense dog collar.
Looking for high-level performance in a low-weight collar? Our
dog pros delivered with the lightweight dog collar that offers a
durable design and is made of the same premium soft-touch
nylon as the Balance Harness.
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INSPIRE DOG
TRAINING TREAT POUCH

INSPIRE DOG
TRAINING TREATS

Want to give them a healthy reward without the mess? Boy...do
we have a treat for you.
Healthy and delicious training treats – made to motivate.
Carrying around crumbling dog snacks, bulky cookies and
greasy morsels is no treat for dog owners looking to reward
their pup. That’s why our dog experts created Inspire Dog
Training Treats—motivation without the mess. Training is all
about consistency and so is this new offering. Our uniquely
formulated treats deliver all of the taste, smell and inspiration
in a soft treat that doesn’t turn into glop or dust when you’re
on the go. Made in the USA from the world’s finest ingredients,
these small treats fit perfectly in the Inspire Treat Pouch.
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Where do you find the ultimate in convenience and comfort?
Anywhere you’re wearing this.
Durability and convenience with a unique snap-back closure.
Not excited about stuffing your pockets with smelly treats or
strapping on an overbuilt dog treat fanny pack? We weren’t
either. That’s why our experts developed a slim and simple
solution that makes it a snap to bring your dog training treats
and personal essentials on your next walk, run or trip to the
dog park. Designed by dog training professionals for maximum
comfort, accessibility and durability, this lightweight dog treat
pouch makes it simple to reward your pup with a proprietary
snap-back access system that keeps things secure without
zippers or hinges. Simply reach in and it closes automatically.

Inspire Treat Pouch
in Action
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ABOUT US

Blue-9 is an Iowa-based company with a proven record of
delivering award-winning dog training products that help
canines and owners succeed. We make life easier by delivering
solutions-based tools that simplify training and strengthen
the bond between people and the dogs. And we proudly make
them here in the USA.

DESIGNED BY DOG PEOPLE
An (almost) obsessive attention to the details that matter.
Anyone can make a harness or training table. Blue-9 products
work because our company is built around the experience and
standards of people who have spent years training and caring
for dogs. We know what works because we live it every day.
We over-build, over-test and over-think every little detail —
because they make a big difference in defining success for you
and your dog.

CONTACT US

TRUSTED BY PROFESSIONALS
You don’t need to be one to use our products.
But there’s a reason they do.
Born out of a request by the K9 working dog community for
a professional-grade training platform, Blue-9 has grown to
become the trusted partner of professional trainers, veterinarians
and competition pros. Our products and methods are setting new
standards for stronger animal-human bond relationships.

blue9petproducts

blue9petproducts

PROVEN TO CHANGE LIVES
Whether you’re trying to train for competition or just
looking to tackle a problem behavior, we’ve got you covered.
Blue-9 gets it done with solutions and training tools that
are proven to help you and your pup succeed. We define
success through the many different goals of our customers.
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@blue9petproducts

blue-9.com

FITNESS. TRAIN. PLAY. REST. WORK.

1712 E Maple Street
Maquoketa, IA 52060
(563) 293-5999
customerservice@blue-9.com
blue-9.com

